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Abstract
Assessment of websites remains a definite challenge within advertisement research. In order to
gather objective information, one possibility exists in using Eye-Tracking. This method allows for
determination of where and how long particular areas of a website are fixed. However, longer fixation values do not necessarily reflect higher attention or even memorizing of the content. It could
also mean that the content is too complicated. Therefore more information can be obtained by addition of quantitative analysis of brain electricity. Following the changes of the frequency content
of electric brain activity has been recently introduced as “Neurocode-Tracking”. In the present
study, quantitative assessment of websites has been performed by the combination of Neurocode-Tracking with Eye-Tracking. Fast dynamic quantitative EEG recording with a time resolution
of nearly 3 images/second provided electric power values according to frequency analysis in 17
brain regions (electrode positions). Particular values represented changes of electric brain activity, which were interpreted to represent visual perception, mental activation, concentration,
stimulation, memory and tension according to earlier experience. Eye-Tracking was performed in
a conventional manner by defining special areas of interest for detection of fixation lengths and
time to first awareness. Ten male subjects (aged 36 ± 4.4 years) entered the study. They were
asked to view Internet landing pages of five bank institutions: ComDirect, DKB, INGDiBa, Postbank
and Targo-Bank. According to Eye-Track analysis, ComDirect was recognized to have the shortest
time-to-awareness with respect to conditions, bonus, faces and application or address form.
With respect to region of interest “service”, INGDiBa showed the shortest time-to-awareness.
Neurocode-Tracking provided best results for INGDiBa with respect to mental activation and
concentration. Stimulation and memory values were headed by Targo-Bank. Lowest tension was
observed by the landing page of the Postbank. In summary, the combination of NeurocodeTracking and Eye-Tracking provided much more information than any one of the methods used
in separate. We therefore recommend this combination for the assessment and optimizing of
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Internet websites.
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1. Introduction
During the last years, the expression “Neuromarketing” has entered the field of market research. It suggests a
combination of brain research with market research. However, the word “Neuromarketing” is ill-defined and
obviously misused in many cases. The question therefore arises how brain research might contribute to, for example, advertisement research. A common methodological approach in this field consists in using an EyeTracker in order to follow the glances of a subject when watching TV commercials or during internet surfing.
The camera following the eye movements provides information of when, where and how long an area of interest
is fixed by the subject. But interpretation of such data is discussed controversially. Longer fixation of an area
does not necessarily mean higher attention, but could also mean that the matter is depicted in a too complicated
manner. This would be negative. Additional information is needed. It might be provided by analysing electric
brain activity concomitantly with using the Eye-Tracking methodology. Quantitative assessment of electric brain
activity based on frequency analysis has been reported earlier [1] [2]. By special processing of the frequency
data succeeding in quantitative brain maps, various states of cognition and emotion have been described and
named “Enkephaloglyphs” [3]. A combination of Eye-Tracking and EEG has been used during natural reading
[4]. Meanwhile, even very short epochs of 364 ms duration of the electroencephalogram (EEG) are accessible
for frequency analysis and were reported as Neurocode-Tracking in combination with Eye-Tracking [5]. The
present investigation aimed at the proof of the concept of using this new methodology for assessment of websites during Internet surfing. Ten male subjects (aged 36 ± 4.4 years) entered the study. They were asked to view
Internet landing pages of five banking institutions. Parameters of assessment were surrogate parameters like
visual perception, focused attention, memory, mental activation and tension, which were based on changes of
frequency contents in particular brain regions observed during earlier experiments.

2. Method
Ten male subjects aged 36 ± 4.4 years participated in this pilot proof of concept study. They all were internet
users. They were tested for alcohol and were not allowed to have coffee or to smoke before and during the experiment. After giving informed consent, subjects were asked to surf at predefined landing pages and registration
forms of 5 different banking institutions: ComDirect, DKB, INGDiBa, Postbank and Targo-Bank. Websites were
presented by anEye-Tracking device (Tobii GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany). For the duration of the web-surfing on
one page a so-called Heat-Map was constructed. After definition of particular areas of interest (ROI’s), time to
awareness was calculated by the evaluation program. The definitions of areas of interest are given in Figure 1.
Neurocode-Tracking was performed at the same time (neo-CATEEM, MEWICON CATEEM-Tec GmbH,
Schwarzenberg, Austria).The Electroencephalogram [6] was recorded according to the international 10:20 system [7] from 17 electrode positions, amplified, digitized after Hanning filtering and analysed for frequency content using Fast-Fourier-Transformation. The frequency spectrum was divided into six ranges: Delta: 1.375 4.125 Hz; Theta: 4.125 - 6.875 Hz; Alpha 1: 6.875 - 9.625 Hz; Alpha 2: 9.625 - 12.375 Hz; Beta 1: 12.375 17.875 Hz; Beta 2: 17.875 - 34.375 Hz. This special frequency bands allowed for analysis of epochs of 364 ms
duration [8]. An electro-oculogram was recorded together with the EEG and served for artefact rejection with
respect to eye blinks, which otherwise lead to false delta values. Functional brain maps were achieved by transforming spectral power values into spectral colours and additive colour mixture according to the so-called RGB
mode like in TV [9]. An example of the documentation of Neurocode-Tracking is given in Figure 2. For evaluation of differences between websites data from Eye-Tracking and Neurocode-Tracking were averaged for the
time of viewing of each website (1 min for the landing page, 0.5 min for registration page). Finally, a questionnaire was asked to be filled out for subjective impressions. For statistical purposes the two-tailed non-parametric
“Vorzeichentest” was used [10].
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Figure 1. Definition of areas of interest for further analysis of fixation times and time-to-awareness analysis.
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Figure 2. Documentation of are presentative enkephaloglyph obtained from fast dynamic quantitative EEG recording (Neurocode-Tracking) showing 364 ms of the raw signal on the left side (verticalenlightment) and brain mapping (upper right).
Bar chart (middle lower part) depicts focal alpha2 activity (green bar) within the right temporal lobe (Position T6) indicating
a memory process. Glance from Eye-tracking (right of the bar chart) is marked by a very small red spot on the website (middle upper part at first written line). Right from this a time course of frequency changes is depicted for electrode position F7
(marked yellow on the raw signal on the left side). Delta power is marked red, theta orange, alpha1 yellow, alpha2 green,
beta1 turquoise and beta2 blue. Numbers in the lower right corner represent % regional power for each frequency range.

3. Results
The presentation by the Eye-Tracking device was started with a gong for synchronisation purposes between
Eye-Tracking and Neurocode-Tracking. After this, a fixation cross was presented for one minute providing a
reference for the EEG recording condition “eyes open”. Classic evaluation of eye-tracking data provides information where subjects have concentrated their glances over time. The result is documented as a so-called “HeatMap”. Figures 3-7 show such maps for the five different landing pages. With respect to the ComDirect bank 3
“hot spots” were achieved: 1) “Kostenloses Bargeld mit der Girocard”, 2) “50€ wenn Sie uns mögen”, and 3)
“Preise und Konditionen” (Figure 3). With respect to the DKB bank attention was obviously focussed on the
logo in the left upper corner (Figure 4). Most attention at visit of the INGDiBa website was given at the heading
of “Kostenlos”, which means “free of charge”. Heat-map is shown in Figure 5. A different pattern of focused
attention was detected with respect to the landing page of the Postbank. Here, subjects concentrated on the heading of “Vorteile”, which means “advantages” (Figure 6). Finally, the Heat-map of the Targo-Bank provided information on particular interest to the heading of “Aktiv Konto”. The resulting Heat-map is depicted in Figure 7.
Thus, Heat-maps are insofar interesting as they provide information on particular preferences of the visitor of
the website. Every bank obviously used different “Eye catcher” slogans in order to catch attention of the internet
visitor.
Another way to look at Eye-Tracking data is to determine the time which passed before a particular region of
interests was detected by the visitor for the first time (Table 1). With respect to “conditions” and “service”
INGDiBa clearly succeeded in the shorter times, whereas with respect to “Geldprämie” ComDirect bank was
most successfully.
Looking now at the results from Neurocode-Tracking one can see clear differences in mental activation between just looking at a fixation cross and visiting the landing pages of the bank portals. Results are depicted as
functional brain maps in Figure 8. Strongest activation is observed for the website of INGDiBa.
In order to quantify the results from Neurocode-Tracking electric power was determined with respect to
particular brain regions and frequencies. Based on extensive earlier experience these spectral signatures were
transformed into psychological states. For example high concentration is reflected by high theta power in
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Figure 3. Heat-map of the ComDirect landing page. Highest fixation is documented as red spot.

Figure 4. Heat-map of the DKB landing page. Highest fixation is documented as red spot.
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Figure 5. Heat-map of the INGDiBa landing page. Highest fixation is documented as red spot.

Figure 6. Heat-map of the Postbank landing page.
Highest fixation is documented as red spot.
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Figure 7. Head-map of the Targo-Bank landing page. Highest fixation is documented as
red spot.
Table 1. Time in seconds to first awareness of particular predefined region of interest.

ComDirect
DKB
INGDiBa
Postbank
Targo-Bank

n
10
10
10
10
10

ComDirect
DKB
INGDiBa
Postbank
Targo-Bank

n
10
10
10
10
10

ComDirect
DKB
INGDiBa
Postbank
Targo-Bank

n
10
10
10
10
10

Konditionen
Mean (s)
10.89
4.98
4.42
8.38
9.44
Geldprämie
Mean (s)
0.57
1.43
3.43
5.12
1.65
Service
Mean (s)
10.89
4.98
4.42
8.38
9.44

Sum (s)
108.93
49.77
44.20
83.77
94.44

n
9
7

Sum (s)
5.74
14.32
34.29
51.19
16.54

n
10
10
9
10
10

Sum (s)
108.93
49.77
44.20
83.77
94.44
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Logo
Mean (s)
14.64
8.45

7.68
Personen
Mean (s)
0.33
0.41
2.16
1.49
1.62

Sum (s)
131.80
59.18

61.41
Sum (s)
3.34
4.14
19.44
14.90
16.21
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Home page

n = 10

Figure 8. Functional electric brain maps derived from Neurocode-Tracking reflecting focal enhancement of frontal slow waves
indicating mental activation when visiting the landing page of five
different ban institutions. The more of red enlightening the higher
the activation (frontal brain in the middle).

fronto-temporal brain areas as depicted by the enkephaloglyph in Figure 9.
Likewise tension can be followed by development of beta2 power within the temporal lobe. A representative
example is given in Figure 10. These enkephaloglyphs are single momentary shots of 364 ms duration. However, in order to quantify these cognitive and emotional parameters for evaluation of single websites data have to
be averaged over time (i.e. for 1 minute with regard to the landing pages of the 5 banks. Numeric results for all
five bank portals are summarized in Table 2. In comparison to electric power during fixation of a fixation cross
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Figure 9. Enkephaloglyph showing very high focal theta power (orange) in fronto-temporal brain region as indicator of high
concentration of a subject during Internet surfing. Glance according to Eye-Tracking is fixed on the topic “accounts” (small
red spot at lower middle image). For more details please see Figure 2.

visiting the websites revealed considerably and statistically significant higher values. Best values with respect to
all parameters except for memory processing were measured for the visit of INGDiBa.
Finally, a questionnaire consisting of 6 questions was filled out regarding subjective impressions after having
finished Internet surfing. Except for the question regarding confidence, which was chosen by 50% of the visitors
in favour of the Postbank, all other questions showed ComDirect and INGDiBa in the two first places. Results
are depicted in Table 3. Last place was given the Targo-Bank.

4. Discussion
Since the Internet has entered our daily life presentation of websites becomes more and more important. However, the question arises how the content of the website can be presented in the most effective way. Besides the
content also structure of the websites obviously plays a major role. One of the most interesting questions is
therefore the objective assessment of newly created webpages. Up to now predominantly subjective evaluation
is the major road in order to assess the design and many companies offer help in this respect. The present study
aimed at objective assessment within a pilot project making use of a combination of two high tech approaches,
namely Eye-Tracking and Neurocode-Tracking (based on fast dynamic quantitative EEG recording) in addition
to information taken from a questionnaire. Results from Eye-Tracking revealed clear differences between the
start pages of 5 banking institutions. Each bank presented a different focus of attention according to fixation
times of the eyes of the visitors. So-called Heat-Maps uncovered particular regions of the page, which draw the
strongest attention. By it one is able to compare the intention of the web designer with the successful first line
attention. In addition, Eye-Tracking data also revealed shortest time to first awareness with respect to predefined
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Figure 10. Enkephaloglyph with high values of beta2 electric power (blue bar chart lower left corner and blue spots at the
map) as indication of high tension. Glance according to Eye-Tracking is fixing the topic of starting an account (small red
spot on image in lower middle part).
Table 2. Results from Neurocode-Tracking showing the intensity of various physiological states as derived from electric
power at particular regions and frequencies according to spectral signatures during visit of the landing pages of 5 different
banking institutions. The higher the values, the higher is the intensity of the psychological state.
Cognitive Activation
[µV2] P =

Focused Attention
[µV2] P =
2.04

Visual Awareness
[µV2] P =

Fixation Cross

3.72

1.15

ComDirect Home page

7.47

0.021

3.51

0.021

1.34

DKB Home page

7.85

0.021

3.76

0.021

Ing-Diba Home Page

9.00

0.021

4.72

Postbank Home page

8.51

0.021

Targo-Bank Home page

8.79

0.021

Memory Processing
[µV2] P =

Tension
[µV2] P =

1.13

3.71

0.109

0.62

3.87

1.49

0.021

0.78

4.70

0.021

1.72

0.002

0.73

0.109

4.28

4.11

0.021

1.49

0.021

1.08

0.109

4.10

3.58

0.021

1.75

0.021

1.66

0.109

2.06

regions of interest. Here, the ComDirect bank and INGDiBa were recognized to have the shortest values for the
regions “Konditionen, Geldprämie and Service”. This evaluation was reproduced by Neurocode-Tracking in as
much as the website of INGDiBa and of ComDirect produced the maximal mental activation as derived from
electric brain mapping showing frontal enhancement of slow waves (red-orange colors in the middle of the
maps). Numerical analysis with respect to cognitive activation, visual perception and focused concentration confirmed the leading place of the INGDiBa website. However, with respect to memory and tension Targo-Bank
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Table 3. Result from the questionnaire regarding subjective impressions after finish of the surfing. Number of first choice
votes are given for n = 10 subjects.
Com Direct

DKB

INGDiBa

Post-Bank

Targo-Bank

3

1

1. At which of the banks would you like to start an online account?

3

3

2. Which bank gave you the feeling of the easiest way of opening
an online account (without the help of a consultant)?

4

4

3. Which bank gave you the most confidence?

2

3

4. Which bank seemed to you most attractive?

5

5

5. Which bank gave you the best orientation?

5

4

6. Which bank would you place on the last position?

2

2
5

1
3

5

reached highest values. But we cannot exclude at this point, that the knowledge of the name of the bank might
have influenced the results.
One might argue now, that it might be too early to use these psychological terms for quantitative assessment
based on electric power development in different regions. But, as published earlier, particular frequencies with
defined brain regions can be used as surrogate parameters for example with respect to concentration, where theta
power increases indicated high concentration [11] and memory processes [12]. Likewise, alpha2 spectral power
has been related to memory processes in the past [13]. Visual perception must be seen in connection with spectral changes within the occipital lobe. Again theta power increases have been identified as a surrogate parameter
for this psychological feature. Thus, interpretation of spectral power values within particular brain regions allows for use of psychological terms describing quantitatively behaviour.
Finally, also the result from the questionnaire confirmed the leading position of the ComDirect and INGDiBa
bank with respect to web design of their starting page. In summary, this pilot study consisting in the combination of Eye-Tracking and Neurocode-Tracking supplemented by a questionnaire has proven to provide much
more information than with any one of the methods used in separate. Future work will show, if this result of the
pilot approach can be generalized for use in advertisement research.
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